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Argus can photograph a large outdoor crime or accident scene utilizing AutoPilot in just minutes and then
process all the images into a single orthomosaic photograph with GPS designations and then we can turn
that into a 3D Model.

The team at Argus Rising is pleased to offer certified drone training for law enforcement,
fire, and rescue personnel.
(Learn More on Certified Drone Training Courses, courtesy of Argus Rising and
YouTube)

To cater to the needs of first responders across the country, Argus Rising offers several
drone training courses.
There are four courses currently available for law enforcement:
Bootcamp
Search & Rescue
Crime Scene Photography with Orthometrics
Active Crime Surveillance

Top Gun CSP (Crime Scene Photography) with Orthometrics

Additionally, there are three courses for specific to fire and rescue:
Bootcamp
Search & Rescue
Active Fire & Accident Surveillance

Top Gun AFAS (Active Fire & Accident Surveillance)

“Aside from the standard uses of drones for first responders Argus has developed a new
way of managing Crime Scene Photography (CSP),” said Argus Rising’s founder, Allen
Beach.

Allen Beach, Founder, Argus Rising

“Argus can photograph a large outdoor crime or accident scene utilizing AutoPilot in just
minutes and then process all the images into a single orthomosaic photograph with GPS
designations and then we can turn that into a 3D Model.
“It’s a whole new way of looking at a crime scene allowing both Detectives and Juries to
see things they have never seen before. Drones are a natural fit for law enforcement and
fire and rescue teams everywhere.”
Beach went on to add, “Drones have become such an effective tool in many areas, even
beyond surveillance or locating lost or missing people. Drones are streamlining many
processes for companies worldwide and giving us information and data we wouldn’t have
been able to collect previously.”

More information can be found at http://www.argusrising.com
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